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In this paper we show that a JW-algebra is modular if and only if it admits 
a separating family of finite normal traces. The proof does not follow the 
von Neumann algebras case but is based on the finiteness of the enveloping 
von Neumann algebra for a reversible modular JW-algebra. For a locally modular 
JW-algebra the existence of a faithful semifmite normal trace is proved. Similar 
results are obtained for respectively finite and semifinite real von Neumann 
algebras. 6 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The objects studied in this paper are weakly closed Jordan algebras of 
bounded self-adjoint operators and real operator *-algebras respectively 
referred to as “JW-algebras” and “real von Neumann algebras.” They 
present a nonassociative and real counterpart o von Neumann algebras. In 
spite of some essential technical difficulties many aspects of Jordan 
operator algebras are developed now as well as corresponding aspects in 
von Neumann algebra theory (see, e.g., [2, 5, 143). 
One of the most important results in the dimension theory of 
JW-algebras is the following analogue of the well-known theorem about 
finite von Neumann algebras. 
THEOREM A. A JW-algebra is modular if and only zf it possesses a 
separating family of finite normal traces. 
It was noted by Topping [ 141 that this theorem can be proved by 
modifying the proof of the corresponding result in the von Neumann 
algebra case. Starting from this theorem in [ 1 ] we obtained the following 
one. 
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THEOREM B. A reversible JW-algebra is modular if and only if its 
enveloping von Neumann algebra is finite. 
On the other hand, the last theorem combined with the mentioned result 
on the existence of traces on finite von Neumann algebras immediately 
implies Theorem A. In this connection E. Stormer recently suggested to 
obtain a direct proof of Theorem B, not based on Theorem A, and 
therefore to give a new proof of the existence of a separating family of finite 
normal traces on a modular JW-algebra-a proof which does not follow 
the von Neumann algebra case. The main purpose of the present paper is 
to give a solution of this problem. We shall also obtain similar results for 
real von Neumann algebras in the sense of [ 121 and thus generalize some 
assertions from [9]. 
In Section 1 some preliminaries are given about JW-algebras and real 
von Neumann algebras. In Section 2 we give a direct proof of Theorem B 
and obtain some corollaries about real von Neumann algebras and locally 
modular JW-algebras. Section 3 is devoted to a new proof of the existence 
of traces on modular and locally modular JW-algebras and also for finite 
and semilinite real von Neumann algebras. 
1. JW-ALGEBRAS AND REAL VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
Let B(H) be the *-algebra of all bounded linear operators on a complex 
Hilbert space H. Recall that a JW-algebra is a real linear space of self- 
adjoint operators from B(H) which is closed under the Jordan product 
a0 b = f(ab + ba) and also closed in the weak operator topology. A 
JW-algebra A is said to be reversible if a, . . . a,, + a,, . . ’ a, E A whenever 
a,, . . . . a, E A. 
A real *-algebra % in B(H) is called a real von Neumann algebra if it is 
closed in the weak operator topology and satisfies the condition 
‘% n i% = 10). It is obvious that if ‘% is a real or complex von Neumann 
algebra, then its self-adjoint part ‘%sA = {x E ‘% :x* = x} forms a reversible 
JW-algebra. 
Every JW-algebra and hence every real or complex von Neumann 
algebra contains a largest projection [ 14, Corollary 21; therefore from now 
on without loss of generality we shall assume that this largest projection is 
the identity operator 21. 
Given an arbitrary JW-algebra A let %(A) denote the weakly closed real 
*-algebra in B(H) generated by A, and let %(A) denote the von Neumann 
algebra (complex) generated by A. If A is a reversible JW-algebra then 
A =WA),,, ‘%(A)=!R(A)+i%(A) 
(see, e.g., [3, Chap. I], [lo]). 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Let A be a JW-algebra. There exist two orthogonal 
central projections e, f in A with e + f = 1, such that 
(i) eA is a reversible JW-algebra without type I, direct summands; 
(ii) fA is of type I2 and isomorphic to the direct sum of JW-algebras of 
the form L”(sZ, p, V), where p is a Radon measure on a locally compact 
space 52, and V is a spin factor. If, moreover, A is reversible then dim V < 6. 
Proof See [ 10, Theorems 6.4 and 7.1; 8, 61. 
For reversible JW-algebras we also have 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Zf A is a reversible JW-algebra, then there exist two 
orthogonal central projections g, h in A with g + h = II, such that 
(i) gA is the self-adjoint part of the von Neumann algebra %(gA); 
(ii) hA is the self-adjoint part of the real von Neumann algebra %(hA), 
i.e., %(hA) n i%(hA) = (0). 
Proof See [ 10, Lemma 6.11. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let % be a real or complex von Neumann algebra. 
Then the JW-algebra A = ‘%s, is modular if and only if % is finite, i.e., for 
xE%, x*x=Q implies xx*=Q. 
Proof Let A = ‘%sA be modular, i.e., 
(evf)Ag=ev(fAg) 
for all projections e, f, g in A with e <g. And let x E ‘%, x*x = Q. Then it is 
clear that e = xx* is also a projection in A. If we suppose that e # II, then 
putting 
p,=Q -e, Pn = xnPI(x*Y, n = 2, 3, . . . . 
we obtain a sequence { pn 1 of orthogonal projections equivalent to p1 in %, 
since pn = u,u,+, p1 = u,*u,, where U, = x”(Q -e) E %, n = 2, 3, . . . . Note that 
if two orthogonal projections h, k in A = sZSA are equivalent in !I$, say 
h=w*w, k=ww*, w E%, then they are exchanged by the symmetry 
s = w + w* + (Q -h-k) in A. Therefore (p,,} is a sequence of orthogonal 
projections in A any two of which are exchanged by a symmetry. This con- 
tradicts the modularity of A [ 14, Proposition 141. Therefore e = xx* = II. 
Conversely, let 9I be finite, e, f, g E A = %sA, e < g. Put 
h=(evf)Ag, k=ev(fAg). 
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Then it is obvious that h > k and moreover h and k are perspectioe, i.e., 
they have a common complement, because 
hvf=kvf=evA hAf=knf=g~$ 
By [S, Proposition 52.31 (see also [14, Corollary 121) there are two 
symmetries i, s2 in A, such that k = uhu*, where u =sIsz E R Put x = 
ha* + q E ‘S, where q = 1 -h. Then one has 
x*x = (uh + q)(hu* + q) = k + q, 
and on the other hand 
xx* = (hu* + q)(uh + q) = h + hu*q + quh + q 
=h+u*kq+qku+q=Q 
since qk = kq = 0. Therefore the finiteness of % gives us that k + q = 11, i.e., 
k = 21 - q = h. Thus A = %sA is modular. Q.E.D. 
Let ‘% be a real von Neumann algebra, ‘?I = ‘iR@ i% its enveloping 
von Neumann algebra. If for two projections e, fin A = ‘SSA there exists an 
element x in ‘$I (respectively in ‘9l) such that e = x*x, f= xx*, then we shall 
say that e and f are equiualent in !R (respectively in ‘?I) and denote this by 
e - If (respectively by e - ('f ). If e and f are exchanged by a finite number 
of symmetries from A, then we call them equivalent in A and write e - ,f: It 
is clear that 
(1.1) 
COROLLARY 1.4. Let !I? be a real von Neumann algebra such that 
A = !USA is a modular JW-algebra. Then 
(i) Sfe, feA, e<h e -,ft then e=f; 
(ii) ife -,f then II -e -,Q -f: 
Proof: Assertion (i) is obvious. Indeed, it is reduced to Proposition 1.3 
by considering the real von Neumann algebra f%j 
(ii) By the comparison theorem for JW-algebras [ 14, Theorem lo] 
(see also [S, Theorem 5.2.131) there exists a central projection z in A, such 
that 
z(Q -e) Ssz(Q -f), (II -z)(Q -e) k,(Q -z)(Q -f). 
Therefore there are projections h, k in A, such that 
z(Q -e) -s hQz(Q -f), (Q - z)(Q -I-‘) -s k < (Q - z)(Q -f ). 
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Thus (cf. [ 13, Chap. V, Proposition 1.381) we have from (1.1) 
z=ze+z(ll -e) -,zf+h<z, 
II -z=(Q -z)f+(II -z)(Q -f) -,(I -z)e+k<TJ -z. 
Assertion (i) implies now that 
h = z(Q -f), k = (I - z)(l -e). 
Therefore 
z(a - e) -I 41 -f), (1 - z)(f -e) -? (1 - z)(U -f), 
i.e., II -e N r II -f: Q.E.D. 
2. THE FINITENESS OF THE ENVELOPING VON NEUMANN ALGEBRA 
FOR A MODULAR JW-ALGEBRA 
We are now in position to give a direct proof of the following result, first 
obtained in [ 1, Theorem 33, with the help of Theorem A above. 
THEOREM 2.1. A reversible JW-algebra is modular if and only if ifs 
enveloping von Neumann algebra is finite. 
Proof Let A be a reversible JW-algebra, ti = ‘%(A) its enveloping 
von Neumann algebra. 
If ‘?I is finite, then the projection lattice P of ‘9l is modular [ 13, Chap. V, 
Theorem 1.371. By [ 14, Theorem 1] the projection lattice of A is a sublat- 
tice of P and therefore it is also modular; i.e., the JW-algebra A is modular. 
Conversely, let A be modular. We have to prove the finiteness of 2f. 
If A is of type I, then by Proposition 1.1 we may assume that 
A = L”(sZ, p(, V), where V is a finite-dimensional spin factor (dim Y< 6). 
Then ‘$I = %(A) can be identified with the algebra L”(G, p, 2l(( V)), where 
2X(V) is a finite-dimensional von Neumann algebra of type I,, with n < co 
[ 15, Theorem 23. Therefore ‘% is a finite von Neumann algebra. So we may 
suppose now that A is not of type I,. 
If the JW-algebra A coincides with the self-adjoint part of the 
von Neumann algebra ‘9I, then the assertion follows from Proposition 1.3. 
Therefore according to Proposition 1.2 it is sufficient to consider the case 
when A is the self-adjoint part of the real von Neumann algebra % = %(A), 
i.e., !R n i% = (0). In this case if A is isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a 
von Neumann algebra N, then by [4, Proposition 2.31 2I is *-isomorphic 
to the von Neumann algebra N + Nap, where N,, is the opposite 
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von Neumann algebra for N. Therefore Proposition 1.3 implies that N and 
hence % are finite von Neumann algebras. 
Thus from now on we may assume that A is not of type I, and has no 
direct summand isomorphic to the self-adjoint part of a von Neumann 
algebra. Then according to [4, Proposition 2.61 the involutive *-anti- 
automorphism a : 2I +2l, defined as cc(a+ ib)=a* + ib*, a, bE’9?, acts 
identically on the center of 2l. Note also that 
A= {xE‘&,:a(x)=x}. (2.1) 
Assume that 9I is not finite. If a central projection z in A is finite with 
respect to 9I, then ‘%(zA) = z% is a finite von Neumann algebra. Therefore 
tiithout loss of generality we suppose that A contains no nonzero central 
projections which are finite with respect to ‘?I. Consider separately two 
alternative cases: 
(a) 2I has a nonzero finite projection; 
(b) 2I is of type III. 
Case (a). Let e be a nonzero finite projection in ‘X Since the involutive 
*-antiautomorphism a acts identically on the center of Zl, by 
[ 11, Lemma 3.31 the projection a(e) is equivalent to e and hence is also 
finite. Consider the projection g = e v a(e) which is finite by [ 13, Chap. V, 
Theorem 1:37]. One has that g=s(e+a(e)), where s(a) denotes the range 
projection of a self-adjoint operator a. According to (2.1) e + a(e) E A. 
Therefore g E A and g is finite with respect o 2I. Consider a maximal family 
{g=g,,g,, ..., gn} c A of orthogonal projections any two of which are 
exchanged by a symmetry in A. Since A is modular, this family is finite 
[ 14, Theorem 11). Put f = II - C;=, gi E A. By the comparison theorem for 
JW-algebras there exists a central projection z in A such that 
zf 5 s zg, (1 -z)fZ.Q -zig. 
Moreover, z # 0 in view of the maximality of the family { gi} . Therefore the 
projections zg,, i = 1, . . . . n, and zf 5 s zg all are finite with respect o ‘%I; i.e., 
the nonzero central projection z = I;= 1 zgi + zf from A is finite with respect 
to ‘$I. This contradicts our assumption. 
Case (b). Suppose that Yl is of type III. Let p be a normal state on !!I, 
and let e denote the support projection of the normal state p 1 A. Then e%e 
is a c-finite (countably decomposable) von Neumann algebra of type III. 
Since e E A, passing, if necessary, to the algebras e%e, eAe = (e%e),,, and 
e%=e%e+ ie%e instead of %, A, and 2l, respectively, we may assume 
that 5!I is a o-finite von Neumann algebra of type III. 
Since A is not of type I,, there exist three orthogonal projections 
58018412-S 
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e,, e2, e3 in A pairwise equivalent in A. These projections have a common 
central cover z in A [14, Corollary 161, which coincides with their central 
cover in 2I [ 10, Lemma 8.11. Without loss of generality we may suppose 
that z = II. Since 2I is of type III and a-finite [7, Proposition 2.2.141 implies 
that e, -( II, that is, e, = U*U, II = UU* for some u in 2l= %@ i’%. Let 
u=x+iy, x, JJE%. Then 
e, =x*x+y*y 
1 =xx* +yy* 
(2.2) 
because e,,IIEA=!RsA and ‘iRn~%={O}. 
For UE B(H) denote by r(u) and I(a) respectively the right and left 
projections of a, which merge to the range projection s(u) if a* = a. In the 
general case r(u) = s(a*a), Z(a) = s(uu*). Recall also that if a = w 1 al is the 
polar decomposition of a then r(u) = w*w, l(a) = ww*. If a lies in a real 
von Neumann algebra %, then w E % by [ 12, Lemma 1.11. Therefore in this 
case r(u), Z(U)EA = %sA and moreover r(u) -, Z(a). Thus from (2.2) we 
obtain 
e, =s(x*x) v s(y*y) = r(x) v r(y) 
II = s(xx*) v s(yy*) = I(x) v I(y) 
(2.3) 
and also r(x) -., I I(x), r(y) w, I(y). 
By Corollary 1.4(ii) one has 21 - r(x) - r II - I(x). Therefore (2.3) and 
[ 14, Corollary 81 imply 
II -e,6Q -r(x) wy II -l(x) = I(x) v I(y) - l(x) 
-,4Y)-4x) A 4y)<4y) -~,r(y)<e, -se2. 
These combined with the implications ( 1.1) give us 
II -e, 5 r e2, i.e., e,+e,dQ -e, 5,e2. 
This contradicts assertion (i) of Corollary 1.4. 
Thus in the both Cases (a) and (b) the assumption of the infiniteness of 
2I contradicts the modularity of A. Q.E.D. 
It should be noted that in this proof the condition !I? = %(A) was not 
essential, but only the property A = %sA was used. Therefore Theorem 2.1 
can be reformulated as follows (cf. [9, Lemma 2.41). 
THEOREM 2.2. Let !I? be a real von Neumann algebra, 2l = ‘!X @ i% its 
enveloping von Neumann algebra. Then ‘9Z is finite if and only if 2I is finite. 
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For locally modular JW-algebras we have the following result 
(cf. [ 1, Theorem 41). 
COROLLARY 2.3. If a reversible JW-algebra A is locally modular then its 
enveloping von Neumann algebra ‘% = %(A) is semtfinite. 
Proof As in Theorem 2.1 we may assume that %(A) n %(A) = (0). If A 
is locally modular, then it contains a modular projection e with central 
cover II. As mentioned above the central cover of e with respect o 9I is also 
II. Consider the modular JW-algebra eAe = (e’%e),,, where !R = %(A). By 
Proposition 1.3 e%e is a finite real von Neumann algebra and thus 
e9le = e%e @ ieYSe is a finite von Neumann algebra (Theorem 2.2). 
Therefore e is a finite projection in 9I with the central cover 21, i.e., 2J is 
semitinite. Q.E.D. 
3. TRACES ON MODULAR AND LOCALLY MODULAR JW-ALGEBRAS 
Recall that a trace on a JW-algebra A is a function T on the set A+ of 
positive elements of A with values in [0, + co], satisfying the following 
conditions: 
(1) r(x+y)=r(x)+t(y) for all x,y~A+; 
(2) r(;lx) = AZ(X) for all x E A+, 12 0, where 0( + co) = 0; 
(3) r(sxs) = r(x) for all x E A + and for an arbitrary symmetry s in A. 
The notions of faithful, normal, finite, and semifinite traces are defined 
similarly to the von Neumann algebra case. 
The following result, obtained in [l, Proposition 2.41, shows that this 
definition of a trace agrees with one given in [9, Lemma 2.91 for real 
von Neumann algebras. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let 9Z be a real von Neumann algebra and let t be a 
trace on the JW-algebra A = ‘SSA. Then t is a trace on %, i.e., t(x*x)= 
5(xX*) for all XE ‘9. 
Now we shall prove the second main result of the paper (for an alter- 
native proof see, e.g., [ 1, Corollary 3.1; 14, Theorem 261). 
THEOREM 3.2. A JW-algebra A is modular tf and only if it possesses a
separating family of finite normal traces. 
Proof Let {TV} be a separating family of finite normal traces on A, and 
let e, f, g be projections in A with e <g. Put 
h=(evf)Ag, k=ev(fhg). 
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Then k< h and k = s,sz/zszsl with s1 and s2 symmetries from A (see the 
proof of Proposition 1.3). Therefore h - k E A + and r&h - k) = 0 for all b. 
Thus h- k=O, and hence A is modular. 
Conversely, let A be modular. If A is reversible, then by Theorem 2.1 its 
enveloping von Neumann algebra 2I is finite and hence possesses a 
separating family {rs} of finite normal traces [ 13, Chap. V, Theorem 2.41. 
Then (to IA} gives a separating family of finite normal traces on A. If 
A is not reversible, then by Proposition 1.1 we may assume that 
A = L”(Q, p, V), where V is a spin factor, and p is a faithful finite positive 
measure on Q. Let t be the canonical normalized trace on V [ 151. For f~ A, 
f: 0 -+ v, put 
t(f) = IQ t(f(o)) Ado). 
It is easy to see that z is a faithful finite normal trace on A. Q.E.D. 
This theorem combined with Propositions 1.3 and 3.1 implies 
COROLLARY 3.3. A real von Neumann algebra ‘% is finite tf and only tf it 
possesses a separating family of finite normal traces. 
It should be noted that Corollary 3.3 follows also from Theorem 2.2. 
Another proof of this result for real factors was suggested in 
[9, Lemma 2.31. 
Now we can give an alternative proof of the following result of 
[ 1, Theorem 51. 
THEOREM 3.4. A JW-algebra A is locally modular if and only if it 
possesses a faithful semtfmite normal trace. 
Proof The “if” part is clear (cf. Theorem 3.2). The proof of the “only 
if” part for the type I, case is also similar to Theorem 3.2. Therefore it is 
sufficient to show the existence of a faithful semifinite normal trace on a 
reversible locally modular JW-algebra A. But in this case the enveloping 
von Neumann algebra %(A) is semifinite (Corollary 2.3) and hence 
possesses a faithful semilinite normal trace r. According to [4, Theorem 3.31 
its restriction T I A is a faithful semzjmite normal trace oh A. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 3.5. A real von Neumann algebra is semifinite if and only if 
it has a faithful semifinite normal trace. 
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